Many recent generative models make use of neural networks to transform the probability distribution of a simple low-dimensional noise process into the complex distribution of the data. This raises the question of whether biological networks operate along similar principles to implement a probabilistic model of the environment through transformations of intrinsic noise processes. The intrinsic neural and synaptic noise processes in biological networks, however, are quite different from the noise processes used in current abstract generative networks. This, together with the discrete nature of spikes and local circuit interactions among the neurons, raises several difficulties when using recent generative modeling frameworks to train biologically motivated models. In this letter, we show that a biologically motivated model based on multilayer winnertake-all circuits and stochastic synapses admits an approximate analytical description. This allows us to use the proposed networks in a variational learning setting where stochastic backpropagation is used to optimize a lower bound on the data log likelihood, thereby learning a generative model of the data. We illustrate the generality of the proposed networks and learning technique by using them in a structured output prediction task and a semisupervised learning task. Our results extend the domain of application of modern stochastic network architectures to networks where synaptic transmission failure is the principal noise mechanism.
Introduction
The hypothesis that sensory perception is a process of active inference is key to explaining various perceptual phenomena (Gregory, 1980; Lee & Mumford, 2003) . One form of this hypothesis is that the brain maintains a probabilistic model of the environment, which it then uses to infer latent causes and fill missing or ambiguous details in the noisy sensory input it receives (Friston, 2003) . Traditionally, there has been a clear distinction between probabilistic modeling approaches developed based on practical considerations (Ackley, Hinton, & Sejnowski, 1985; Dayan, Hinton, Neal, & Zemel, 1995; Kingma & Welling, 2013; Goodfellow et al., 2014) and probabilistic models developed as mechanistic explanations of how the brain represents and manipulates probability distributions (Deneve, 2008; Ma, Beck, Latham, & Pouget, 2006; Mostafa, Müller, & Indiveri, 2015) . While the later models are more biologically relevant, they lack the scalability and power of the former. Finding a middle ground between these two types of models could prove useful in two ways: insights gained from developing practical, large-scale, and biologically motivated generative models could shed some light on how the brain is able to model complex high-dimensional distributions, and the constraints imposed by the biological substrate could inform the development of more computationally efficient types of generative models.
One example of an attempt to find such a middle ground used stochastic spiking networks to implement and sample from Boltzmann machines (Buesing, Bill, Nessler, & Maass, 2011) . This model was developed further through the use of more realistic neuronal dynamics (Neftci, Das, Pedroni, Kreutz-Delgado, & Cauwenberghs, 2014) and stochastic synapses (Neftci, Pedroni, Joshi, Al-Shedivat, & Cauwenberghs, 2016; Al-Shedivat, Neftci, & Cauwenberghs, 2014) . Establishing a link between Boltzmann machines and the dynamics of biologically realistic networks, however, is difficult due to the need for a symmetric synaptic connectivity matrix. Moreover, generating samples from the Boltzmann distribution embodied by the spiking network (either unconditional samples or samples from the posterior distribution) requires running the network for several steps in order to approach the equilibrium distribution. For highly multimodal distributions, a significant number of steps might be needed for the Markov chain to mix, making it computationally expensive to sample from the network.
Restricted Boltzmann machines were among the first large-scale, effectively trainable generative models (Ackley, Hinton, & Sejnowski, 1985; Hinton, 2002) . Recently, however, effective variational training methods have been developed for training generative architectures with a feedforward hierarchical structure of latent variables (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende, Mohamed, & Wierstra, 2014) where generative samples can be obtained in a single pass through the network. Recent variational methods rely on having an analytically tractable distribution over the variables in one layer conditioned on their parent variables in the previous layer. For continuous latent variables, the distributions are typically gaussians whose mean and variance are functions of the parent variables, while categorical/discrete variables typically follow a softmax distribution. Such distributions do not map naturally onto the dynamics of biologically realistic networks. Moreover, they are not computationally cheap because they involve multiplications and exponentiation operations.
The main contribution of this letter is the development of an analytically tractable approximation of the probability distribution over possible network states in multilayer networks of winner-take-all (WTA) circuits, where neurons in different WTA circuits are connected using stochastic synapses. Since the state of each WTA is a discrete variable (the identity of the winner) and we use samples from these discrete variables/WTAs to approximate various intractable expectations, we need to be able to backpropagate error information through these stochastic samples. The approximate expression for the probability distribution over network states that we develop allows us to make use of the recently introduced Gumbel-softmax approximate reparameterization of discrete distributions (Jang, Gu, & Poole, 2017; Maddison, Mnih, & Teh, 2016) to enable backpropagation through stochastic network samples. We thus obtain a general learning framework for WTA networks with stochastic synapses that can be applied to a wide range of learning problems.
In order to obtain an analytically tractable approximation of the probability distribution over possible network states, it was necessary to use an abstract network model with no real temporal dynamics. This multilayer abstract network of WTAs is evaluated layer by layer in the typical manner used to evaluate multilayer artificial neural networks, and it can be trained using standard machine learning packages. We show that the parameters of this abstract network model can be directly mapped to the parameters of a network of leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons with stochastic conductance-based synapses. To our knowledge, this is the first general training method for feedforward non-rate-based spiking networks with stochastic synapses, allowing us to obtain spiking network versions of common stochastic architectures such as variational autoencoders. This opens the way for implementing these stochastic architecture on power-efficient asynchronous neuromorphic chips (Qiao et al., 2015; Furber, Galluppi, Temple, & Plana, 2014; Benjamin et al., 2014; Park, Ha, Yu, Neftci, & Cauwenberghs, 2014) , as well as investigating their behavior on a biologically realistic neural substrate. The feedforward structure sidesteps the biologically unrealistic requirement of symmetric weights found in spiking neural implementations of Boltzmann machines (Buesing, Bill, Nessler, & Maass, 2011) . The feedforward structure also allows very fast sampling with no need to run a long Markov chain to obtain unbiased samples. The training method we used is an offline training method based on backpropagation, however. Further work is needed to develop a more biologically motivated learning method, in the spirit of the learning method in Mostafa, Ramesh, and Cauwenberghs (2017) , that learns online and changes synaptic weights based only on information in the pre-and postsynaptic neurons.
We first use the proposed networks to solve a structured output prediction task in order to illustrate the soundness of our network approximation and training method. We then apply the proposed learning framework to learning a generative model of the MNIST data set using variational methods. Following recent trends in variational methods, we use a stochastic neural network to implement the variational posterior. The Figure 1 : Multilayer networks of WTA circuits. (a) Network with fully connected layers of latent variables where each neuron projects to all neurons in the subsequent layer through connections that fail stochastically. (b) Network with convolutional layers where each layer is composed of a number of feature maps. Competition is across the feature maps dimension; all neurons at the same spatial position in one layer are part of the same WTA. At each spatial position, only one neuron can win the competition and generate a spike. As in standard convolutional layers, each neuron receives input from a local spatial receptive field, and the receptive field projection weights are tied across the spatial positions. The incidences of synaptic failure are not tied, however, and they are independent for each connection. network we use to approximate the posterior distribution over the latent variables is also based on WTA circuits with stochastic synapses. Both the generative/decoder branch and the inference/encoder branch of the network are thus composed solely of discrete-valued WTA circuits. To illustrate the generality of the proposed networks, we also use them in a configuration that is inspired by ladder networks (Rasmus, Berglund, Honkala, Valpola, & Raiko, 2015) to solve a semisupervised learning task.
Model Description
We investigate multilayer networks of WTA circuits with the general structure shown in Figure 1 . The network in Figure 1 has L layers where each layer can have a different number of WTA circuits. WTA circuits in the same layer all have the same number of neurons. This number may be different in different layers. Exactly one neuron in a WTA circuit spikes during one pass through the network, and this is the neuron receiving the largest input among the WTA neurons. Neurons are connected using stochastic synapses where each synapse has an independent probability to fail to transmit a spike.
The interlayer connection pattern can be all-to-all as in Figure 1a or have a convolutional structure as in Figure 1b . The convolutional connection pattern is the same as in standard convolutional networks with tied weights at the different spatial positions. The synaptic failure incidences are not tied, however; two connections having the same tied weight fail independently. In a layer receiving all-to-all connections, the neurons are arbitrarily grouped into WTA circuits. In a convolutional layer, a WTA circuit is formed by all neurons having the same spatial position, that is, competition is across the feature maps dimension. Thus, at each spatial position, a spike is produced by only the most strongly activated feature map at that position. All convolutions are carried out using a stride of one and use zero padding to produce output feature maps having the same spatial dimensions as the input feature maps. For simplicity, the notation in the rest of the letter assumes all-to-all interlayer connections described by a 2D weight matrix. This notation easily accommodates the convolutional connections case if parts of the 2D weight matrix are assumed to be fixed at zero to reflect the spatial locality of the receptive fields.
Let t l be the vector representing the total input to the neurons in layer l and z l a binary 0/1 vector indicating whether each neuron in layer l has spiked (1) or not (0). Let U l (i) be a function that maps a neuron index i in layer l to the set of indices of all the neurons in the same WTA. For a convolutional layer, that would be all the neurons at the same spatial position. Then t l and z l are given by
where z l i , t l i are the ith elements in vectors z l and t l , respectively. W l is the weight matrix from layer l to layer l − 1, and B l is a matrix of independent 0/1 Bernoulli random variables that is multiplied element-wise with W l . Each element in B l can have a different probability of being 1. These probabilities are given by the matrices Z l = E B l . Each connection thus has an independent probability to fail to transmit a spike. The lowest layer is the data layer, z 0 ≡ x. Note that network evaluation proceeds layer by layer and is thus an abstraction of the behavior of a dynamical spiking network.
We assume each neuron in the top layer has an equal probability to win the competition in its WTA circuit. This prior on the top-layer activity, together with the network weights and synaptic transmission failure probabilities, implicitly defines a probability distribution over the spike configurations generated by the network. This distribution can be written as log P θ (z L , z L−1 , . . . , z 1 , x) = log P(z L ) + log P θ (x | z 1 )
where θ is the collection of all the network parameters (weights and transmission failure probabilities) and P(z L ) is the prior distribution over the top-layer activity.
It is easy to generate samples from the distribution given in equation 2.2 by sampling the top-layer prior and the failure probabilities of all the connections, then executing one pass through the network. In order to efficiently train these networks to optimize various expectations over the spike patterns generated by the network, we need to be able to quickly evaluate the probability of particular spike patterns, that is, we need an explicit expression for the distribution in equation 2.2. This means we need an explicit expression for the log-conditional distributions log P θ (z l | z l+1 ) . We derive this expression in section 2.1.
Deriving the Conditional Distribution of the Latent Variables.
We consider a single WTA with C neurons. The WTA has C possible outputs where each output corresponds to a different neuron winning the competition and generating a spike. A neuron wins the competition in a WTA if it receives the largest input among the WTA neurons. Let t i be the input to the ith neuron of the WTA and z in the binary vector representing the input spike activity from the preceding layer. t i and its first two moments are given by
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where w i is the input weight vector for neuron i in the WTA. b i is a vector of Bernoulli random variables, which model stochastic transmission failures and whose mean is
The mean and variance of t i are given by equations 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. We make use of the central limit theorem to approximate the probability distribution of t i (which is the sum of many independent random variables) by a gaussian having the same mean and variance. This approximation is quite accurate when the total number of nonzero inputs to the neuron is large. This is the number of nonzero entries in z in that corresponds to the number of WTAs in the preceding layer. Figure 2 illustrates how the number of nonzero inputs affects the quality of the gaussian approximation. For 10 and 20 inputs, the discrete nature of the neuron's input distribution is evident, Figure 2 : Quality of the gaussian approximation of the neuron's input distribution. We considered a neuron with 10, 20, and 50 inputs. The inputs are all 1 s. The input connection weights were drawn randomly from a standard normal distribution. Each connection has an independent probability to fail, which is drawn uniformly at random from [0, 1]. After fixing the connection weights and failure probabilities, we generate 500,000 samples for each of the three input sizes to construct the total input histogram.
as there are only 2 10 and 2 20 possible inputs, respectively, corresponding to the possible configurations of synaptic transmission failure. For 50 inputs, the input distribution becomes much smoother, and the gaussian approximation becomes more accurate. We first consider a WTA with two neurons whose total inputs are t 1 and t 2 . The probability that t 1 > t 2 is the probability that t 1 takes a particular value multiplied by the probability that t 2 takes a smaller value, averaged across all values. Alternatively, the probability that t 1 > t 2 is the probability that r = t 1 − t 2 > 0. Following the gaussian approximation of t 1 and t 2 , r is also a gaussian with mean μ(t 1 ) − μ(t 2 ) and variance σ 2 (t 1 ) + σ 2 (t 2 ). The two equivalent ways of formulating P(t 1 > t 2 ) are thus
For a WTA with C neurons whose total inputs are t 1 , . . . t C , and following the same reasoning as equation 2.6, the probability that neuron i receives the largest input is
(2.8)
The integration in equation 2.8 is analytically intractable for C > 2. For C = 2, p i reduces to the expressions in equations 2.6 and 2.7. To approximate the integration in equation 2.8, we approximate the product of the cdf functions by one of the cdf functions making up the product. That will usually be the cdf of the gaussian having the largest mean. This approximation is illustrated in Figure 3 . The quality of the approximation improves when the means of the gaussians are well separated and the gaussians have low variance. This approximation is equivalent to approximating equation 2.8 as the minimum probability that neuron i wins a pairwise competition (governed by equations 2.6 and 2.7) with another neuron in the WTA:
In other words, we approximate the probability that a neuron in a WTA wins the competition (receives the largest input) by the probability that it wins the competition against one other neuron, where this other neuron is selected to be the neuron with the highest probability to receive a larger input than the first neuron. This approximation works in practice because winning the competition against the neuron that has the highest mean input implies winning the competition against other neurons as well with a high Figure 3 : Approximating the product of four cumulative density functions (dashed black line) by one of the cdfs making up the product. In the top plot, this product is approximated reasonably well by cdf4. In the bottom plot, the approximation by cdf4 is worse due to the larger variance of some of the cdfs.
probability. This approximation yields an unnormalized probabilityp i . The normalized probability that neuron i wins the competition is given byp i . Equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.10, and 2.11 define an analytical, differentiable approximation to the probability of a neuron winning the competition in a WTA given the input layer binary activity vector z in . Since the WTAs in a layer are conditionally independent given the input layer activity, these equations allow us to obtain a differentiable expression for the winning probability of all the neurons in a layer with multiple WTAs. In a layer with multiple WTAs and wherep i is the probability that neuron i wins the competition in its WTA given the input layer activity z in , the log probability of observing a particular spike pattern z out (which is a 0/1 binary vector) is
z out has to be a valid spike pattern, with exactly one neuron in each WTA emitting a spike. Our approximation of a layer's conditional distribution can be used to obtain an explicit expression for the distribution in equation 2.2. Figure 4 : The reparameterization of probability distributions to obtain a differentiable relation between the samples and the distribution parameters. Instead of sampling directly from a distribution (left), the distribution is reparameterized so that a sample can be obtained using a differentiable deterministic transformation, g, where randomness is injected using stochastic samples from a fixed distribution (right). This results in a differentiable pathway from the stochastic samplez to the distribution parameters θ and the conditioned variable x. For example, instead of sampling directly from a gaussiañ z ∼ N (z; μ(θ, x), σ (θ, x)), we sample first from a standard normal distributioñ ∼ N ( , 0, 1) and then obtainz usingz = g(x, θ,˜ ) = μ(θ, x) +˜ σ (θ, x)).
Reparameterizing the Latent Variables Distribution.
When training stochastic WTA networks containing latent variables z, we typically need to evaluate expectations of the form
is the probability distribution over the latent variables given an observed data point x 0 ; θ is the vector of network parameters (synaptic weights and transmission failure probabilities), which implicitly define the distribution P; and f is a differentiable function of z and x 0 . f can be, for example, the log probability of observing a particular configuration of latent variables, or it can be a variational lower bound on the data log likelihood. Exact evaluation of this expectation is typically intractable, so it is often approximated using N samples from P θ (z | x 0 ):
In order to use gradient descent to maximize or minimize this expectation with respect to the the parameters θ , we need to be able to estimate ∇ θ E Pθ (z|x0 ) ( f (z, x 0 )). Evaluating these derivatives is also analytically intractable, so we have to resort to sampling approaches. One of the classical algorithms for estimating gradients of stochastic expectations with respect to the parameters of the expectation probability density is the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992) . Recently, however, better estimators with greatly reduced variance have been introduced (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014; Ruiz, Titsias, & Blei, 2016) . These estimators make use of the so-called reparameterization trick, which is illustrated in Figure 4 . Through reparameterization, samples from a probability distribution can be written as a differentiable transformation of the distribution parameters and stochastic samples from a fixed standard distribution. Thus, one can directly use the chain rule to obtain the derivative of the sample-based estimate of the expectation in equation 2.13 with respect to the distribution parameters θ since f is differentiable, and through the reparameterization trick, we have a differentiable relation between the stochastic samples z i and the distribution parameters θ . Not all distributions admit such a reparameterization. Most notably, reparameterizations of discrete distributions cannot be differentiable. An approximate differentiable reparameterization that works well in practice is the Gumbel-softmax reparameterization (Jang et al., 2017; Maddison et al., 2016) , which we reproduce here. Given a discrete distribution described by the probability vector p = [p 1 , . . . , p K ] defining the probability of each of the distribution's K outcomes, a sample can be drawn from this discrete distribution using the following nondifferentiable reparameterization:
( 2.14) z is a one-hot vector with exactly one entry equal to one and the others to zero. The index of this entry is the sample outcome and is given by the arg max operator. g 1 , . . . , g K are independent samples from the Gumbel(0, 1) distribution (Gumbel & Lieblein, 1954) . Samples from Gumbel(0, 1) can be obtained by first sampling from the uniform distribution u j ∼ Uniform(0, 1) and then transforming the uniform samples using g j = − log(− log(u j )).z is a one-hot K − dim vector that can take one of K possible values. In order to obtain a continuous differentiable reparameterization, the arg max operator is relaxed to the differentiable softmax function:
( 2.15) The sample vectorẑ = [ẑ 1 , . . . ,ẑ K ] is now differentiable with respect to the parameters of the discrete distribution, p.ẑ is a sample from a continuous distribution that approaches the original discrete distribution as the temperature parameter τ approaches 0. While training the network, τ is gradually annealed toward 0. Instead of sampling z i directly from P θ (z | x 0 ), we use the probabilities of the different discrete states of each WTA (given by equations 2.4, 2.5, 2.10, and 2.11) in equation 2.15 to sample the WTA states and use the resulting reparameterized continuous-valued samples, z i , to evaluate the expectation in equation 2.13. When sampling from multilayer networks such as the network in Figure 1 , we use the reparameterized continuous-valued samples of one layer to evaluate the winning probabilities of the WTAs in the next layer, and then use these winning probabilities to obtain reparameterized continuous-valued samples from the next layer. We do this layer by layer until we obtain reparameterized continuous-valued samples of all the WTAs in the network. Any differentiable cost function involving these continuous-valued samples can be optimized using backpropagation. During the annealing of τ , we always keep it well above zero to avoid instabilities in training since the derivatives of the stochastic samples with respect to the network parameters diverge as τ approaches zero. In the rest of this letter, all loss functions are optimized using ADAM (Kingma & Ba, 2014) within the Theano framework (Bastien et al., 2012; Bergstra et al., 2010) .
In the exact case, only one neuron can win the competition in a WTA. Samples obtained using the continuous relaxation in equation 2.15, however, yield a continuous-valued activity vector for the WTA circuit, where neurons that have a higher probability of winning are more likely to have higher activities in the sample vectors. This can be understood as approximating the hard WTA circuit by a soft WTA circuit (Douglas & Martin, 2004) where the winning neuron does not completely shut down the activity in the other WTA neurons. We use this soft WTA mechanism only during training to allow gradients to flow back through stochastic samples. During testing, we use the hard WTA mechanism where only the neuron receiving the largest input emits a spike and use the exact network dynamics with stochastic synaptic transmission failures to generate samples from the network instead of the approximation in equation 2.11.
Networks with Realistic Neuronal and Synaptic Dynamics.
The model presented previously abstracts away the dynamical nature of a realistic spiking network in favor of an analytically tractable behavior with no real temporal dynamics. Analyzing the behavior of a multilayer spiking network with realistic temporal dynamics is particularly challenging as an analytical formulation of the network behavior is typically not available. It has been common practice to first develop an abstract analytically tractable model and then map the parameters of the abstract model to that of a realistic spiking network model Pecevski, Buesing, & Maass, 2011; Nessler, Pfeiffer, & Maass, 2013) . The discrepancy between the behavior of the two models is then empirically investigated to validate the ability of the abstract model to capture the relevant behavior of the more realistic model. This approach extends to training spiking network with realistic temporal dynamics where it has been very effective in training feedforward networks for classification tasks (O'Connor, Neil, Liu, Delbruck, & Pfeiffer, 2013; Diehl et al., 2015; Cao, Chen, & Khosla, 2015; Hunsberger & Eliasmith, 2015) . This approach first trains an abstract artificial neural network using standard backpropagation techniques; then the weights are mapped to the realistic spiking network.
In this section, we introduce a biologically realistic spiking network model and introduce a modification to the training procedure of the abstract model in order to obtain similar behavior from the two models once the parameters are mapped from the abstract model to the biologically realistic spiking model. We use LIF neurons with conductance-based synapses. One LIF neuron is used for each neuron in the abstract model. The interlayer connection patterns remain the same. Within the same layer, LIF neurons in the same WTA circuit have all-to-all inhibitory connections to obtain competitive behavior. The full neuron model, as well as the parameters used in the subsequent simulations, are given in the appendix.
There are two ways the behavior of the network model using LIF neurons can deviate from the behavior of the abstract model:
1. None of the LIF neurons in a WTA spike. LIF neurons have a spiking threshold mechanism, and no LIF neuron in a WTA will spike if all of them receive subthreshold input. In the abstract model, the neuron with the largest input in the WTA will spike regardless of the magnitude of that input. 2. The winning LIF neuron in a WTA is decided before all the WTAs in the previous layer have spiked. The asynchronous dynamics of the LIF spiking network can allow a WTA to decide a winner based on only partial input from the previous layer. This decision might be different from the winner decision obtained using the synchronous dynamics that evaluate the layers in a strict sequence where the neurons in one layer take into account input from all the winners in the previous layer.
We ameliorate the effects of the first source of deviation by adding a cost term to the training cost function that is minimized when the winning neuron in each WTA has an above-threshold mean input. More precisely, this additional cost term for an individual WTA has the form
where μ(t i ) is the mean input to the ith neuron in the WTA (see equation 2.4) and H is chosen to be slightly larger than the total input needed to trigger a spike in an LIF neuron. Minimizing this cost term encourages the winning neuron in each WTA to have a superthreshold input allowing us to map the weights of the abstract model directly to a network of LIF neurons. The first source of deviation between the abstract model and the LIF network is not completely eliminated, though, as the additional cost term affects only the mean input. There is thus still a possibility that for some synaptic failure patterns, all neurons in a WTA will get subthreshold input and all fail to spike.
The second source of deviation can be ameliorated by scaling the synaptic weights by a factor greater than unity after training. Scaling the weights does not change the winning probabilities in each WTA. Since the winning neurons are typically receiving a positive, superthreshold input due to the cost term in equation 2.16, this scaling results in all the winning neurons receiving a strong positive input that makes them spike in close temporal proximity. The network operation thus becomes similar to a synfire chain (Abeles, 1982) , where a synchronous volley of spikes from the input layer triggers an almost synchronous volley of spikes from the next layer and so on (Rotter & Aertsen, 1998) . Simulations of the LIF spiking network were carried out using NEST (Gewaltig & Diesmann, 2007) .
Results

Structured Output Prediction.
We first validate the soundness of our approximation of the WTA winning probabilities in a structured output prediction task where the goal is to predict the lower half of an MNIST image given the upper half. The MNIST data set contains 70,000 28 × 28 grayscale images of handwritten digits split into three groups of 50,000, 10,000, and 10,000 images for training, validation, and testing respectively. As in Raiko, Berglund, Alain, and Dinh (2014) and Gu, Levine, Sutskever, and Mnih (2015) , we use a binarized version of the MNIST images obtained by thresholding the pixel intensities. We use two different types of feedforward networks, illustrated in Figures 5a and 5b , to predict the lower image half. The networks differ in the structure of the two latent variable layers: z 1 and z 2 . z 1 and z 2 can either be fully connected layers that receive all-to-all connections from the previous layer (see Figure 5a ) or convolutional layers where each neuron has a local receptive field (see Figure 5b ). The final prediction layer, y, is always fully connected to the previous layer. We represent the binary inputs and outputs using WTA circuits with two neurons where the spike from one neuron codes for binary 0 and the spike from the other neuron for binary 1. Given a training pair x lower and x upper , the goal is to maximize the log probability of predicting the lower image half given the upper half, log(P θ (y = x lower | x = x upper )), across all training pairs where P θ is the probability distribution encoded by the network in Figure 5a . Exact evaluation of this training quantity would require marginalizing over the hidden variables z 1 and z 2 . Instead, we estimate it using N samples from the hidden variables per example:
where we use N = 1 sample during training. We generate samples using the continuous reparameterization from equation 2.15. This way, we can backpropagate errors through these samples to the network parameters and to samples from earlier layers. During training, we use an annealing schedule to lower the temperature of the softmax used to approximate the hard WTA mechanism. The learning rate also decays during training. The validation set was used to tune the temperature and learning rate schedules. Although synaptic transmission failure can be a trainable parameter, we kept it fixed at 0.5 for all synapses and train only the synaptic weights. The network is tested using samples generated in two different ways: samples generated using the approximate analytical distribution used during training where temperature is set to zero and samples generated using the exact network dynamics, that is, using the hard WTA mechanism and synaptic transmission failures. In both cases, 100 samples were used to evaluate the log likelihood of the lower half of the image given the upper half for each test digit. The results are shown in the first two rows of Table 1 . The network performs better on the test set using the approximate analytical distribution used during training. The difference in performance compared to the exactly generated samples is slight, however, indicating that the approximation distribution reasonably matches the exact distribution over the test set and that effective learning can be achieved using the approximate distribution. The convolutional network significantly lags the fully connected network in performance. This is expected, as the local structure at a particular point in the upper digit half has very little to do with the local structure at the corresponding point in the lower half. The test set negative log likelihood of 61.8 ± 0.074 nats achieved by the fully connected network version is slightly worse than the test set negative log likelihood of 58.5 nats achieved with previous stochastic networks (Jang et al., 2017) that use discrete neural variables with activation noise rather than synaptic transmission noise. We retrained the networks in Figures 5a and 5b using the thresholdcrossing constraint in equation 2.16. As shown in Table 1 , this leads to a degradation of performance as the network parameters now have an additional constraint that is unrelated to the objective. We mapped the abstract WTA networks trained using the threshold-crossing constraint to a spiking network with LIF neurons and evaluated the log likelihood of the lower image half using 50 samples. These samples were generated by simulating the network of LIF neurons 50 times using different synaptic failure patterns. There is a significant degradation in performance when going to an asynchronous network of LIF neurons due to the two sources of deviation outlined in section 2.3. The performance degradation is more severe in the case of convolutional networks due to their local receptive fields structure; by using a 5 × 5 kernel, a neuron in a convolutional layer receives input from only 25 active neurons. It is thus more probable that a synaptic failure pattern will cause the neuron to receive a subthreshold input and fail to spike, compared to the fully connected network where each neuron receives input from 392 or 200 active neurons. Figures 5c and 5d show some examples of the network prediction of the lower halves of MNIST test set digits.
Learning Generative Models Using Variational Autoencoders.
Our goal is to learn a generative model for a set of data points with discrete values X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } where x i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} D . We use a feedforward network of WTA circuits connected by stochastic synapses to encode the generative distribution. This is the generation network shown in Figure 6a . We lump all the latent variables together in one vector z = [z 1 , . . . , z L ], and the distribution over the network spike patterns is given by P θ (x, z) where θ represents the generation network parameters. For the prior on the toplayer variables, z L , we choose the uniform prior where each neuron has the same probability to win the competition in its WTA. Our goal is to maximize the data log likelihood log(P θ (X)). We use variational methods to maximize this likelihood. For a particular input point, x,
(3.2) P θ (x, z) is easy to evaluate using Equations 2.2 and 2.12. The posterior distribution P θ (z | x) is, however, intractable. We approximate the intractable posterior by the parameterized distribution Q φ (z | x). We use a multilayer network of WTAs connected using stochastic synapses to implement Q φ (z | x). This is the inference/recognition network shown in Figure 6a . It has an analogous structure to the generation network except that the connections between layers are going in the opposite direction. The weights and synaptic transmission failure probabilities in the two networks are independent. Given x, the inference network induces a probability distribution Q φ (z | x) over the latent variables, which can be expressed in an analogous fashion to the generative distribution using equations 2.2 and 2.12. The distribution parameters φ are the weights and synaptic transmission failure probabilities in the inference network. Note that unlike typical variational autoencoder architectures, the latent variable layers are directly connected and there are no deterministic layers in the network. The data loglikelihood can be written as (c) Digits generated by an LIF network having the same structure. The corresponding abstract network was trained using the threshold-crossing constraint; then the parameters were directly mapped to the LIF network. The digits are less well defined since sometimes neurons in one WTA receive subthreshold input and all fail to spike, making it more likely that the visible layer WTAs also fail to spike.
KL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two distributions, and since it is nonnegative, L is a lower bound on the data log likelihood given by
Qφ (z|x) . Since it is intractable to evaluate L exactly due to the required summation over all z, we approximate it using N samples from the inference network:
We maximize this sample-based lower bound through gradient descent on the parameters θ and φ, where we use the differentiable Gumbelsoftmax reparameterization described in section 2.2 to backpropagate errors through the stochastic samples. A common problem with training variational autoencoders with multiple layers of stochastic hidden variables is the collapse of the latent approximate posterior Q φ (z | x) toward the latent prior P θ (z), which stops the latent variables in upper layers from encoding information about the input during training (Sønderby et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2016) . We adopt the solution proposed in Sønderby et al. (2016) in which we initially maximize only the reconstruction likelihood and gradually morph the cost function to optimize the variational lower bound L. Our optimization objective is thus
where β gradually increases from 0 to 1 during training. When β = 1, J is equivalent to the right-hand side of equation 3.6; it becomes a sample-based estimate of L. We apply the variational autoencoder network based on WTA circuits and stochastic synapses to learning a generative model of MNIST digits. As in the structured output prediction task, we anneal the temperature of the softmax used in the Gumbel-softmax continuous reparameterization as well as the learning rate during training. We use N = 1 samples per data point during training.
We trained a network with three stochastic fully connected hidden layers of sizes 10 × 10, 20 × 10, and 30 × 10 going from the deepest layer downward (an A × B layer has A WTAs with B neurons in each WTA) in order to learn a generative model of the training set of MNIST digits. These layers were followed by the visible layer of 784 × 2 neurons. We used a uniform prior in the top layer where each neuron has an equal chance to win the competition in its WTA and used a fixed transmission failure probability of 0.5. After training, we evaluated the variational lower bound using the approximate distribution over WTA winners and N = 50 samples in equation 3.6. The samples were also drawn from the approximate distribution. This evaluation was done on the test set. Under the approximate distribution, we obtain a variational lower bound of −98.9 ± 0.3 nats (mean and standard deviation from 10 runs), which is on par with discrete stochastic neural networks that use activation noise rather than synaptic transmission noise (Jang et al., 2017) .
Estimating the variational lower bound using the exact network dynamics is particularly difficult in our case as exact evaluation of P θ (x, z) and Q φ (z | x) is intractable. Theoretically, we can estimate these probability distributions using samples, but we observed that the number of samples needed to reliably estimate the exact P θ (x, z) and Q φ (z | x) is computationally prohibitive. Note that this problem does not arise in conventional variational autoencoders as they have exact expressions for the conditional log probability of each layer's activity. There are two steps to our approximation of the winning probability of the neurons in a WTA: the first step assumes the input to each neuron is gaussian, and the second step approximates the intractable integration in equation 2.8 with the tractable integration in equation 2.9. The first step is practically unavoidable, as the exact distribution of the input to a neuron is an intractable discrete distribution where each point corresponds to one configuration of synaptic failures. We can dispense with the second step, however, by numerically evaluating the integration in equation 2.8.
Our estimate of the variational lower bound that is more faithful to the exact network dynamics uses exactly generated samples z i in equation 3.6, that is, samples of z generated by sampling the synaptic transmission failure probabilities, and it uses numerical integration of equation 2.8 to obtain accurate winning probabilities in each WTA. The accurate winning probabilities are used to evaluate P θ (x, z) and Q φ (z | x). Under this estimate, the variational lower bound is −104 ± 1.4 nats, which is slightly worse than the lower bound evaluated using the approximate distribution used during training.
We repeated the training and evaluation steps for the same network but using the threshold crossing constraint. As in the structured output prediction task, enforcing the threshold crossing constraint reduced the network performance. The results are summarized in Table 2 . The parameters of the abstract network using the threshold crossing constraint can be directly mapped to the parameters of an LIF network. However, evaluating the variational lower bound in the LIF network is computationally intractable as it would require an infeasibly large number of samples where acquiring each sample involves the simulation of a large system of differential equations. Instead, we visually evaluate the LIF network performance on a generative task with style-label separation: we trained a variational autoencoder network in which a subset of the WTAs in the top layer was forced to represent the MNIST image label. The network had three stochastic hidden layers of sizes 20 × 10, 30 × 10, and 30 × 10 going from the deepest layer down. The top-layer prior used during training was label dependent: 5 of the 20 WTAs in the top layer had a delta function prior centered on the neuron whose index corresponds to the label of the current training example, while the remaining 15 WTAs used a uniform prior. During training, different values of the top 15 WTAs with uniform prior will represent different variants of each digit (where the digit is specified by the other 5 WTAs). Aesthetically, each configuration of the 15 WTAs will give rise to 10 digits (0 to 9) having similar style. We chose 5 WTAs to represent the label in order to have a significant label-dependent part in the top-layer activity. We trained the network twice-once without the threshold crossing constraint and once with the threshold crossing constraint. We then mapped the parameters of the network trained with the threshold crossing constraint to a LIF network. Figures 6b and 6c show the images generated by the abstract network trained without the threshold crossing constraint and the images generated by the LIF network. We sample from the generative network by first forcing the 5 label WTAs to represent one label and randomly choosing a winner in the remaining 15 WTAs in the top layer; that is, we choose a label and a random style. We then let the network dynamics sample from the remaining layers.
Semisupervised Learning Using Ladder Networks.
Noise plays a crucial role in several autoencoding architectures (Vincent, Larochelle, Bengio, & Manzagol, 2008; Bengio, Laufer, Alain, & Yosinski, 2014; Valpola, 2015) where it limits the information flowing between network layers, thereby forcing networks to learn more compact and general representations in an unsupervised manner. In a semisupervised setting, the representations learned in an unsupervised manner are fed to a classifier, and few labeled examples are used to train the classifier (and the underlying representations as well). By simultaneously learning representations to optimize the unsupervised loss (reconstruction error) and the supervised loss There are two input pathways-one using stochastic synapses (leftmost pathway) and one using deterministic synapses (rightmost pathway). Both pathways use the same synaptic weights. For unlabeled examples, all the weights are trained to maximize the log probability of reconstructing the activity in the deterministic input pathway using the reconstruction pathway (middle pathway). These are the cost terms C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 . For labeled examples, only the weights in the input pathway, W 1 , W 2 , and W 3 , are trained to maximize the probability of the correct label in the upper classifier layer with 10 units.
(label prediction error), the network can learn to extract the label-relevant information using only a few labeled examples.
We used WTA networks with stochastic synapses to construct an autoencoder and added a linear classifier on top of the deepest hidden layer. We applied this architecture to an MNIST semisupervised learning task where only a subset of the labeled examples from the training set was used to train the classifier. The full (unlabeled) training set was used to train the autoencoder. We used a ladder architecture (Rasmus et al., 2015) for the autoencoder as shown in Figure 7 with lateral connections between the encoding and decoding branches. In the original ladder networks (Rasmus et al., 2015) , the real-valued activations in the encoding branch (see the leftmost branch in Figure 7) are corrupted through the addition of gaussian noise. In our case, the corruption of the encoding branch is achieved through the use of stochastic synapses. The parallel, uncorrupted branch providing the reconstruction targets (see the rightmost branch in Figure 7 ) uses deterministic synapses and the same weight matrices as the corrupted encoding branch. For each training example, the encoding branch and reconstruction branch are sampled to obtainp x ,p 1 , andp 2 , which are the probability vectors for generating a spike in the reconstruction branch layers. x, z 1 , and z 2 are the binary spike vectors in the corresponding layers in the clean input branch. The unsupervised reconstruction loss is then given by
where , is the dot product operator. y is the input vector to the top classifier layer. The supervised loss at the classifier layer is the cross-entropy loss:
where r is the input label index. During training, a fixed labeled subset of the training set is used to minimize L supervised , while the full training set was used to minimize L unsupervised . As in previous experiments, we anneal the temperature of the softmax used in the Gumbel-softmax continuous reparameterization as well as the learning rate during training, and keep synaptic failure probabilities fixed at 0.5. When classifying the test set, a deterministic version of the encoder branch is used where no synaptic transmission failures occur. Table 3 shows the classification accuracy after training with different numbers of labeled examples. We trained the abstract network using the threshold crossing constraint (see equation 2.16) and then mapped the parameters to an LIF network. We then evaluated the classification performance of both networks. The classification accuracy results of the deterministic version of both network with reliable synapses are shown in Table 3 . Unlike the structured output prediction and variational autoencoder tasks, there is no drop in performance when using the threshold crossing constraint during training of the abstract network. Performance takes a hit, however, in the LIF network. In the deterministic case, the difference in activity between the LIF network and the abstract network is due to the second source of deviation outlined in section 2.3: neurons that spike quickly before all the WTAs in the previous layer have spiked, thereby yielding a winner decision based only on partial input from the previous layer.
We are not aware of any previous work that used ladder networks with discrete neurons in a semisupervised task. A semisupervised learning approach that also uses discrete neurons is based on restricted Boltzmann machines and achieves worse performance (92.0% accuracy with 800 labeled examples) . A convolutional spiking network was previously trained layer by layer in an unsupervised manner followed by a classifier that was trained using few labeled examples (Panda & Roy, 2016) . Our approach results in much sparser activity and outperforms this previous work when using few labeled examples. This previous work, however, reaches significantly better accuracy when the number of labeled training examples increases.
Discussion
Local neural competition mediated by inhibitory populations (Douglas & Martin, 1992 ) is a ubiquitous phenomenon in biological networks. This competition can take one of several forms such as recurrent excitation that causes activity in the neural population receiving the largest input to ramp up and suppress the activity in the other populations through a common inhibitory population (Douglas & Martin, 2004) . Alternatively, competition can take the form of a race to spike among the neurons, where the neuron receiving the strongest input spikes first, triggering a volley of spikes from inhibitory neurons that suppresses activity in the local circuit. The latter mechanism, which does not keep a persistent memory of the winner, can be regulated by oscillatory inhibition where the race to spike occurs during the decaying phase of the rhythmic inhibition. This synchronizes the excitatory spikes generated in the network to periodically recurring temporal windows in which the inhibition is low (Fries, Nikolić, & Singer, 2007) . The WTA networks described in this letter are an abstraction of the later form of competitive dynamics where the network generates a synchronous volley of spikes during each pass/cycle. Local neural competition can give rise to two distinct forms of the WTA mechanism. In one form, the winner's output is all or nothing (e.g., one spike) and does not encode the input to the winner; in the second form, the activity of the winning population/neuron encodes the input it received. The two forms roughly correspond to an argmax operation and a max operation, respectively. Networks employing the latter form of the WTA mechanism (the max form) can be directly trained using standard backpropagation techniques. The max WTA form thus finds application in a variety of networks (Goodfellow, Warde-Farley, Mirza, Courville, & Bengio, 2013; Srivastava, Masci, Kazerounian, Gomez, & Schmidhuber, 2013) where it effectively partitions the network into many overlapping subnetworks. Each subnetwork corresponds to a different set of winners. Such virtual partitioning improves performance as subnetworks or clusters of subnetworks can specialize to different parts of the input space (Srivastava, Masci, Gomez, & Schmidhuber, 2014) . The argmax form of the WTA mechanism, however, is simpler to implement using spiking networks as the winning neuron can simply emit one spike, and information is solely encoded in the identity of the winners. Moreover, the argmax form of the WTA enables faster processing in spiking networks compared to the max form, as the neuron does not have to transmit high-precision information using latency or rate codes. The virtual network partitioning property of the max form carries over to the argmax form. The argmax form is also more attractive for neuromorphic implementations, as network evaluation does not involve any multiplications. Due to its many advantages, we have focused mainly on the argmax form of the WTA mechanism in this letter. The main downside of the argmax form is that it is nondifferentiable. We circumvented this problem by using a softmax approximation and annealing the softmax temperature during training. Stochastic networks employing the max form of the WTA, however, can still be readily trained using the framework presented in this letter; instead of sampling the winners in each WTA, we would instead sample the input to each neuron (under the gaussian approximation) and allow only the neuron receiving the maximum sampled input in each WTA to transmit its input while the activity of all other neurons is suppressed. The sampled input would be obtained using a reparameterization of the gaussian distribution, allowing error information to backpropagate through the samples to the weights and transmission failure probabilities controlling the mean and variance of the gaussian inputs to the neurons.
Our training procedure is based on backpropagation through stochastic samples. Backpropagation is biologically unrealistic for several reasons, such as the need to interleave forward and backward passes and the use of symmetric weights in the forward and backward passes. More biologically plausible models have been proposed to address these issues that use contrastive learning in energy-based models (Xie & Seung, 2003; Bengio & Fischer, 2015; Scellier & Bengio, 2017) , or that relax the symmetry requirement by using random weights in the backward pass (Lillicrap, Cownden, Tweed, & Akerman, 2016; Baldi, Sadowski, & Lu, 2016; Nøkland, 2016; Mostafa et al., 2017) . These methods, however, have been applied in supervised learning settings, and their performance and applicability to learning in stochastic networks are unclear. Moreover, many of these approaches are based on neurons with smooth activation functions, so their applicability to a non-rate-based spiking network such as ours is questionable. The form of a biologically plausible learning rule for multilayer stochastic spiking networks is thus still an open question.
The stochastic neural network framework we developed in this letter makes use of synaptic transmission failure as the sole noise mechanism. Synaptic transmission in biological networks is highly unreliable in many cases (Allen & Stevens, 1994; Faisal, Selen, & Wolpert, 2008; Borst & Gerard, 2010) . There is evidence that such unreliability is not due to biophysical constraints as synapses; even synapses with few release sites can be highly reliable (Volgushev, Voronin, Chistiakova, Artola, & Singer, 1995; Stratford, Tarczy-Hornoch, Martin, Bannister, & Jack, 1996) . This suggests that synaptic transmission failure could potentially serve a useful computational role (Branco & Staras, 2009 ). Stochastic network architectures typically use noisy neurons rather than noisy synapses (Ackley et al., 1985; Valpola, 2015; Rezende et al., 2014; Kingma & Welling, 2013) . The choice of injecting noise directly into the neurons is motivated by the analytical tractability of the neuronal noise model, which often leads to simple analytical expressions for the probability distribution over possible activity patterns. In this letter, we used the synaptic noise model and derived an approximate analytical expression relating the synaptic noise to the response variability in WTA networks. Both the mean and variance of the neuron's input are now direct functions of the same synaptic weights (see equations 2.4 and 2.5) and do not use the separate pathways for controlling mean and variance commonly used in abstract stochastic networks (Kingma & Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014) . By making use of a more biophysically explicit and measurable noise mechanism such as synaptic transmission failure, the probabilistic networks presented in this letter are better suited for developing mechanistic models of probabilistic computations in the brain compared to stochastic networks using abstract neuronal noise mechanisms.
Using the approximate expression for the probability distribution over network states, the proposed networks are effectively trainable using recent approaches for training discrete stochastic networks (Jang et al., 2017; Maddison et al., 2016) . At test time, the difference between the expectations calculated using the network's exact and approximate probability distributions is minimal. The learning framework based on the approximate network distribution is thus accurate enough and general enough to train the proposed stochastic WTA networks in a wide range of scenarios.
The development of biologically inspired stochastic network models that can be applied to practical problems has mainly focused on approximating Boltzmann machines Neftci et al., 2014 Neftci et al., , 2016 using recurrently connected spiking neurons. Unbiased samples cannot be quickly obtained from these models as they require running a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler. While Boltzmann distributions are quite general, multilayer feedforward stochastic networks trained end-to-end using backpropagation have in recent years displayed superior performance as generative models (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Kingma & Welling, 2013) . Moreover, many powerful stochastic architectures for semisupervised learning tasks (Valpola, 2015) and autoencoding tasks (Vincent et al., 2008; Absolute refractory period 10.0 ms 2014) do not fit into the Boltzmann machines framework. The framework of WTA networks with stochastic synapses that we present here, however, can implement a much wider class of modern stochastic network architectures while still maintaining reasonable biological realism in the noise model and nonlinearities used.
Appendix: Spiking Neuron Model and Simulation Parameters
The dynamics of the conductance-based leaky integrate and fire neuron are described by C mVm (t) = g L (E l − V m (t)) + g exc (t)(E exc − V m (t)) + g inh (t)(E inh − V m (t)), (A.1)
where V m is the membrane potential and g exc and g inh are the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic conductances, respectively. The summation over i runs over all presynaptic neurons. t r i is the time of the rth spike from presynaptic neuron i and w i is the weight of the synapse from presynaptic neuron i. Positive weights trigger an increase in the excitatory synaptic conductance g exc , while negative weights trigger an increase in the inhibitory synaptic conductance g inh . The neuron has a refractory period of T re f . The description of the neuron parameters and the parameter values used in simulation are given in Table 4 . Neurons in the same WTA are connected using inhibitory connections with weight w WTA inh = −200.0. The weights of the trained abstract model are scaled by a factor of 4 before using them in the LIF spiking network.
